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OCTUPf)Lf FOCUSING IN TRANSPORT ANO ACCELERATION SYSTEMS*
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The radio-frequency quadruple (RFQ) linac’ is

capable of accelerating high-current, low-velocity
ion beams. In accelerator systems comprising an
RFQ and higher velocity accelerating structures,
the current bottleneck still typically occurs blth-
in the RFQ. This limiting current is quite $!gh
in most cases, but linacs with even higher Curre),!s
may he required in the future. Me have begun a
study of higher multipole systems to determine
their capability for focusing and acce]erdttng very
high currents. He have chosen first tc examine d
radio-frequercy octupole (RFO) transport system,
and have developed a smooth-apprc~imation dnaljtl-
cal d~scription that Includes the conditions for
input radfal matching of a zero space-charge bedm.
Further, we halve constructed d multipdrticle bedm-
dyr,amics simulation program that accepts the lowJ-
current matched bedm dnd grddual]y inCredSeS the
beam current as it is transported. This results
in a matched high-current beam, dnd the procedure
can be used to determine the saturation-current
l!mit of a periodic octuoole system, AS expected,
at high currents the bedm develops a hollow radial
distribution tt,dt reduces the soace-c~.drge clefocus-
ing; lnitidl results show thdt hfgh currents can
be transported. For dcceleratjon, we have formu-
lated the de$igll parameters for d sectfon of RFO
lindc, including the potential function, accelerd.
tion, dnd focu5ing efficiencies, and the geometry
of the radidlly modulated pole tips,

Introduction

ue begin our study with dn exdMlndt iOn Of the
equdtions of motion for an RFo transport system.
In the static llmit, otherwise described ds d
qudsi-static approximation, dll octlJPole scdlar
potentidl can be written in Cylindrical coordinates
(r, ‘f, S) dS

4
u“; ($ co54vsiawt , (1)

where. V is the peak pctent!a) difference between
ddjacent pcles, w is the tnguldr frequency of
the t{me-vdrying voltcge on edch pole, and a is
the rddial aperture (see fig. l), Instead of time
we use z ● s/L as the Independent variable, where
L ● 2nv/w dnd v 8 ds/dt. lie obtain for the nonrel-
otivistic eqdations of mtion

~’+g (x3- 3xy?) Sin 2nl ● O , (2)

and

Y “ + B ;y3 - 3yx2) sin 2nx ● O , (3)
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Fig. 1. Radio-frequency octupole cross section

(unmodulated vdnes).

where for a pdrtlcle of charge q, and mass m, we
define

(4)

The displacements x dnd y dre dimensionless q~dnti-
ties, defined ds the ratio of the dctual displdce-
m?nt to the focustng period 1. He use the conveni-

ent nctat ion thdt x“ 8 d2xldz2 and y“ ● d2y/dz2.

The RFCI Smooth-Approximation solution

By an~logy, with the Wooth-approximation
method fOr quddrupo~e fOCuS~nQ,’ we tssum solu-
ttu,ls of the form

x . 1(1 + u) , (5)

y@ Y(l+w) , (6)

where the functions X and Y, and their first and
second derivative, are assumed to vary slowly
enough &O be considered constant over a period L,
As wfth x tnd y, we defir!e X #nd Y to be the dlmen-
Zfonlcss rttios of actutl di:pltcement to the peri-
cd L. The functions u and w are assumed to be Pe.
riodic wtth Beriocl L, and both u<<l aml WC<l,
Furthe~re, the mean vtlues over a cell of u and
w, end their first Ind second derivatives, are
assum@d to vanfsh, Thus, the solution fs assmed
to consist of a product of a slowly vorying func-
tion tfr.s 4 rtpldly vtrying periodic function,



The slowly karying functions X and Y constitute
what may be r ‘erred to as the smooth solution.
Aftel substituting the assured solutions EQS. (5)
and (6) into the equations of nwtion Eqs. (2) and
(3), and using the above approximations, we have
obtained

u “ * (X2- 3Y2) sin *HZ ,

and

(7)

W=*(Y2 - 3X2) sin2wz . (8)

Then, substitution of Eqs. (7) and (8) int~ the
equations of motion averaged over a period, yields
smoothed differential equations in X and ‘f:

x“ +6x(x* + Y?)* = I) , (9)

and

Y“ + 13Y(X2 + Y2)* = O , (lo)

where G is given by

(11)

The equations of motion are coupled in gen-
eral. For motion in the X,Z plane. the smoothed
uncoupled equation of motion is

x’1+Gx5 .(). (12)

This equation can be integrated twice to give
equation for smoothed Phase advance per focus
period, Oo, of uncoupled motion, which ts

.

(

an
ng

3)

bhere Xm IS the $moothed MfQlitude. The synbol

F represents a r~tio of gamma functions; the
numerical vtlue is given approximately as

(14)

Fran Eq. (13) we see that the phase advance depends
not only on the focusing strength B, but also on
the particle ur@litud? Xm,

lie have compared the predictions of Ea. (13)
with the phase advance obtained by using zero
crossings of the numerics! integration Of [q. (2)
for uncoupled motion (y ● O), and find that the
moth approximation predicts the uncoupltd phase
advmce to within a fcw per cent for phase-advance
values up to 30’. The nmrical-integration
results also shw that the uncoupled motion becomes
unstJble for phose-advanc.e values oquol or near to
30’, t result thot hts bmn fndepandmtly dis-
Cowrad by Ltslott.*

The RFO Current Limit

He have searched for a simple model for a
smoothed charge distribution within the beam,
which we can use to represent the beam in an
extreme space-charge regime. In the following
discussion we present the moti~ation behind this
nmdel, as well as the resulting formulas.

The smoothed equation of mtion can be
expressed in cylindrical coordinates. If a
smoothed radial coordinate R fs defined by

R2 ■ X2 + y2, then the smoothed radial equation of
mtlon for a particle, subjected only to the
app!ied octupole f~rce, can be written as

R“ - J*
~

+ GR5 = O , (15)

where J is a constant of mmtion, proportional to
the angular momentum. The second term constitutes
a centripetal force, and the third term represents
the applied octupole force. To represent the
effect of the fnternal space-charge defocusing, we
assunw that an additional smoothed space-charge
term, which depends upon R, can be added to
Eq. (15). In an extreme space-charge limit, where
the space-ch~rae defocusing is barely balanced by
the applied octupo]e focusing force, we assume
that the first two terms can be ignored. Then we
might expect that the beam charge would distribute
itself, so as to minimize the free energy, by gen-
erating a space-charge term, which ts balanced by
the third term in [q. (15) (the applled octupole
force).

He are then led to assume d cylindrically
symnetric charge model, where the smonthed space

charge term has the sarw R5 dependence as dOeS
the applied force. Gauss’s law can bc applied to
the charge distrfbutlon, to yield dn expression for
the radial space-charge elect!ic field given as

[ ■ IRS (16)
2neovRm6L ‘

where ] is the beam current ard Rm i$ the maxi-

mum smoothed amplitude (the smoothed beam radfus).
The charge density is given dS

4

c’=*”
(17)

m

This charge density is zero at R = O tnd tncreases
ttrongly wtth radius R,

Uithin th? context of this model, the smoothed
equationc of motion, (9) ond (10), are modtf led to
give

x“+G(l- u)x(x2+Y2)2~o , (18)

and

Y“+G(l. u) Y(x**Y2)2mo, (19)



where dnd

yJY(l+u) ,

where

u -* sin 2-2

The smoothed variab

(29)
Iq!z,fj

()~6LIG= ~ ~ ,
2nmc B

(20)

and D Is interpreted as a ratio of space charge
to focusing force. He have introduced B = vfc, and

es X and Y satisfy

30)

31)

Z. . (Cot)-’ is Lhe i~edance of free space. :0

2X“+rlox=o
evaludte a current limit, the
Rm is re-expressed in terms of

ds

smoothec beam radius
the radial aperture

(21)

that depends on the
we have approximated

(22)

,

,

the

and

2 ~~Y“ +OOY (32)

smoothed phase advance perwhere Go is
focusing periodwhere f is a flutter fdCtOr

pdrticle coordinates, but thdt
given by

(33)

ds

?

f:

++

l+Bfi

1 -B+

2 02
“o ‘~ “

The $pace-charge effect iS represer,ted by a uniform
cylindrically symmetric charge d~strlbution. In
this model the smoothed equations of motion, in-

fqudt ion (?0) can
~cjs. (4) df (11) can be used to obtain

be solved for the current 1, dnd eluding space ChdrCJe become
.

x“ ● oo~(l - D)x ~ o , (34)

dfld(23)

Y“too2(l - U)Y = o , (35)
which erpresses the current in terms of the ratio
of the voltage to the radial aperture and in terms
of b. [t mdy be convenient to write the current
in terms Of the zero-current phdse advance per
focusing pertocl for uncoupled motion. When this
1S done, ue obtain

where

(36)

The flutter factor f is given as

(24)

f’+ ,.—

(2n)2

AS IIapproachs 1, [CIS. (23) and (24) gfve expres.
Sions fOr the peak current, limlted by the focus-
ing. Equation (23) is useful when the peak surface
electric field limits V/a, and Eq, (24) is useful
if the uncoupled phase advance O. is fi~ed.

The RFQ Transport Equations

The methods, applied above to the rf OCtUPOle
transport system, also can be applied to the liFQ
system. The analogous equations of @tlon are

The quadruple expressions for betm current, cor-
responding to ECIS, (23) and (24) for the octupolc
sjstmm, are

“*(?)z n (38)

o

~ao, (25)

y’o, (26)

x 1, - B(sin 21rz

and

Y “ + B(sin ?Wl

where

&nd

(39)

Multlpartlcle Simulations

~2

50
(j. ”i.

mv

Corrfsuter simulations were performed to check
th? #nalytlctl predictions and to help understand
the Particle dynamics. The matched particle dls-
tributfun (for zero spice charge) for the octupole
can be calculated, using the ‘sMoth” HMlltonl#n.

(27)

The smooth appromimttion is

X-X(1.”), (28)



The snmoth coordinates (X, X’, Y, Y’) are chosen
at random and the Hamll tonian 1s calculated. If
the Hdmiltonian is less than d specified value, the
smoth coordinates tre retained and converted into
actual phase-space coordinates at a specified time
\n the rf octupole period. lf the resultant coor-
dinates are transformed through many rf periods,
the distribution is incb?ed observed to be matched.

A matched beam that includes space-charg~
effects is generated by starting with a matched
zero-current beam, and gradually increasing the
charge assigned to each macroparticle unt;l a spec-
ified value is reached. The charge then is held
constant, and the beam is transported thl’ough many
rf periods to obtafn a final transm”,tted Current.
The initial size of the beam, and the rate at which
the current is increased, are adjusted to find a
current limit.

Guided by the current-limit formulas obtained
earlier, we have chosen a set of parameters for
c~arlson of the quadruple and octupole transport
systems. Me chose l-fleV protons, a 1-GHz frequency,
d 40-MV/m peak surface field, and a ratio of radial
aperture to focusing period, a/L = 0.1. The zero-
current phase advances, calculated from Eqs. (13)
and (33), are 24,6” and 13.2° for the octupole at
the pole tip and quad-upole respectively. For pole
tips of circular cross section, we have determined
tne ratios of pedk surface field to V/a. Me obtain
a ratio of 1.63 for the octupole dnd 1,36 for the
quadruple.

Computer runs were made with 360 initial
partfcles for both the octupole and quadruple,
Table ] su~arlze$ the current ljmits Obtafned fr~

the computer simulation, and from Eqs. 23 and 38.
The current limit frcrn the formulas has been
obtained by taking u = 1.

Table 1

A COMPARISON OF CURRENT LIMITS FOR
QUAORUPOLE ANO OCTUPOLE CHANNfLS

I(A) 1(A)
jfrcn formula) (&wuter simulation

Quddrupole 0.73 0.71
Octupole 4,0 2.6

Both the formulas and the c~uter simu’l~-
tions show an fnprov?d high beam-current capability
for the octupole for this parameter choice. The
current-limit formula agrees well with the Cwuter
simulation for the quadruple case. For the octu-
pole case, the computer simulation value 1s about
65S of the value predicted by the fomula. He
regard as the mst likely explanations for the
discrep,lncy efther (1) a poor tpproximatton for the
flutter factor (Eq. 22), whtch enters in a sensi.
t!ve way (as the cube) in Eq. (23), or (2) a possf-
ble restrfctton oh the zero=current ph~$e advance,
rel~ted to in$ttbflitfet, which might affect the
cmmuter s!nulatfon.

The RFO Accelerator

An QFO accelerator can be described by the
following potential function:

4
u ■ ; [x(:) Cos 4’+

+ A lo(kr) cos kz] str, (wt + b) . (40)

Figure 2 shows the coordinate system, where the
coordinates x and z now have dimensions of
length. The quantity 10 is the nwdified Bessel

function and k ❑ 2n/!3>. The electrlc field
ccwnponents are

Er..~r3 Cos 4’! -~l,(kr) CCIS kz , (41)

2XV 3 sin 4Y
Ey=Fr , (42)

dnd

Ez ● y ].(kr) sin kz , (43)

each multiplied by sin (Lit + +) .
The acceleration efficiency factor A is given

by

4
A, :,1 -1

* (44)

m4 Io(ka) + Io(mka)

where m is the vane modulation parameter, shown in
Fig. 2. The focusing-efficiency fJctor X is given
by

X-l. A lo(kd) . (45)

As in the RFQ, the space averag~ longftudindl elec-
tric field ‘S proportional to the acceleration
efficiency, and is glvcn by

Eo*# , (46)

He find that for the RFO, there fS considerably
more accelerating field produced for a give? value
of m, than for the RFQ.

The pole-tip geometry, which corresponds to
the potential function, can be obtained In the same
wdy as for the RFQ,’ In the middle of the unit
cell, where z ‘ 131/4 iilg, 2), there is octupole
symwtry in the transverse pldne. In this syrznetry
plane all eight pole tips have radius ro, and thefr

radius of curvbture Is rof3, where r. “ al~~

Conclusions.—

He have obtained current- lfmit formulas for
RFO and RFQ transport systms in d smootk approxi-
nldtlon. The inftfal results suggest that, for cer-
tdfn chofces Of pdrmeters, better high-current
performance fs obtafned from the octupole. The
c~uter simulatiorls tlso support this conclusion,
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Fig, 2. Radio-frequency octupole pole-tip geometry.
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